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Few people at the Marillion Weekend 2007 would fail to recognise Asad Rahman and
Olivia Lorge after Asad proposed to Olivia on the main stage on Saturday night.
Naturally, the fans were delighted when she accepted his proposal, but that isn’t the only
incredible thing about these two people. Asad and Olivia have started The Cambodia
Landmine Kids College Fund, a charity dedicated to providing educational opportunities
for children disabled by mines. Fraser Marshall and Jim Sanders interrupted their
breakfast in the Market Place on Sunday morning to find out a bit more.

To begin our interview, we asked Asad about surprising Olivia with a

marriage proposal. He said he was nervous, but was 95% sure

Olivia would say yes. “Very confident!” as she puts it.

A backstage glass of wine provided by tour manager Rich Lee

helped calm the nerves. “Lucy and the band and the staff were

more than gracious, and that just speaks volumes about the people

that are here and the band themselves and the management they

have; they were just great. They don’t have to do that kind of thing,

but they do. That’s the draw of why we’re fans. It really is the family

atmosphere and you do feel like you’re among friends, or your

neighbours. The love that radiates from this group... I don’t know if

you find that anywhere else. We’re fans of a lot of different music

and a lot of styles and we haven’t found this anywhere else.”

Asad and Olivia kept expressing their gratitude to the band for

allowing them to speak about their passion for helping the victims

of landmines in Cambodia from the stage. Even though it was

still before midday they’d already spent a couple of hours talking to

fans who wanted to know more.

The authorities estimate about 12 million landmines have been

removed from Cambodia since the end of the Vietnam War, 32

years ago. It’s an incredible amount of destructive power, especially

considering that Cambodia was supposedly neutral. Even more

shockingly, an estimated 5 million landmines remain buried, all with

the potential to maim and kill. 

Asad first came face to face with the legacy of the landmines during

a trip to South-East Asia in 2003. 

“I was travelling with friends and we stumbled upon a group of

street children sitting alongside the Tonle Sap River. We were in an

outdoor cafe having a nice cup of mocha and these kids came by

and they’re like, ‘look over there!’ and take your croissant! You can’t

blame ‘em, these kids are very hungry and it breaks your heart to

see. We didn’t know if this was real or not. We figured they go home

at night but then we saw them sleeping on the concrete outside.

”The next day we were eating. Most restaurants have a guy with a

stick to move the kids on, so they don’t bother the tourists, but we

said, ‘No, let them come up!’ So we got seven chairs and we just

gorged ourselves on ice-cream. One boy, Chet, who’d lost his left leg

to a landmine ran across to the levee system, and moved these rocks

to pull out a plastic bag with some scribbling paper and pens and

starts drawing a cherry tree. His friends are telling him what to draw,

but he’s too focussed. 20 minutes later, he gives me this drawing of a

tree. I said, ‘I can’t take this’. But he didn’t understand. I said, ‘This is

art and art has to be purchased. I can’t take this. Name your price.’

He said, ‘You gave me ice cream!’ I gave him five dollars, which isn’t

much by my standards, but by his, it’s an exorbitant amount. 

“The next day we were leaving for Laos. I asked a taxi driver what

we could do and he said we could buy them some warm clothes

because it was cold at night and theirs were all tattered, so we took

all seven kids to this market and outfitted them all in long sleeve

shirts, long pants and a jumper all for fifteen US dollars. 

“A few years later after I met Olivia, I still couldn’t forget this kid,

Chet. I said I needed to go back to Cambodia to try and find that

child even though I didn’t know what I was going to do. We’d

originally met Chet in Phnom Pen, the capital, but our plan was to

go to Siem Reap. We did the Angkor Wat Buddhist temples there

and we asked the locals what else we should do, and they said we 

should go and see the Land Mine Museum. The guy who runs it,

Aki Ra, has taken in 20 street children. He’s one himself, a survivor

of the war. At five, his parents were killed in front of him by the

Khmer Rouge, who then put him into the fields laying land mines.

He escaped at nine years old into Vietnam, and the Vietnamese

taught him how to de-mine. Now he works for himself, using just a

stick and a Swiss army knife! He estimates that he’s removed

between 30-40,000 mines by himself. He has no support, other

than what we’re trying to drum up.

“Going around the museum reading about mines and the devas-

tation they’ve caused we came across these pillars with bios of the

twenty kids Aki Ra’d taken in, these land mine survivors. I looked up

and saw the boy that I left five years ago, except he’s healthy now,

his face had filled out, not skin and bone anymore. I screamed, ‘Liv,

this is the bleepin’ bleepin’ boy!’ Our jaws just hit the floor! 

“We met Aki Ra’s wife, Hourt, and I asked, ‘Did he used to live in

Phnom Penh?’ 

“‘Yes!’ 

“‘Did he lose his left leg?’ 

“‘Yes!’ 

“‘Does he like to draw?’ 

“‘Yes!’ 

“‘Where is he?’

“‘He’s in school. He’ll be back in 45 minutes!’

“I tell her the story and we’re all in tears, just a mess. I’m still

telling it as Chet walks through the gates! He looks at us, looks at

Hourt and just says, ‘Ice cream!’. He runs over to us and gives us

this huge hug! During the journey home, I wrote to Aki Ra, asking

if we could support Chet through college. The email was picked

up by Roy Warren Clark who assists Aki Ra with the business

matters in the ‘Akira Mine Action Centre’. Roy was so moved, he

said, ‘Let’s do something!’ We started bouncing ideas and he

read about us wanting to support Chet through college and he

said, ‘Why don’t we do this for all the children?’ It was a matter of

Olivia and me talking to families and friends, and them saying,

‘We’d like to help!’” 

In less than a year, Asad and Olivia had all 20 children sponsored

to go through college by people from the USA, Canada, UK,

Belgium and Japan. Talking to Aki Ra, they learned that before this,

the children were apprehensive about school; they didn’t under-

stand why they should go. Now they understand that college is the

key to them achieving their dreams. 19 out of 20 landmine victims

are  now full-time enrolled in college. A meeting with Handicapped

International in September 2006 has seen the scope of the charity

extended to other mine victims. Handicapped International houses

and feeds kids and get them prosthetics, until the end of high

school. The Cambodia Landmine Kids College Fund is able to take

that process one stage further. 

On stage, Asad said that they just wanted to go out and talk to

people about their project. He’s unapologetic about saying that in

addition to raising awareness, they are looking for donations. “I’m

not going to lie to you. Money helps for sure. It’s one of the poorest

countries in the world. We’re trying to give the kids the tools, and for

us that means education. We actually have a double agenda. We’re

trying to raise money for Aki Ra for his land mine removal and so he

train other people as well. If you say he’s done 30-40,000 and

there’s 5,000,000 left, you can see that one man can only make a

drop in a bucket of difference.”

In conclusion, they say that what they’ve started in Cambodia is a

very organic thing, but they’re trying to do the right thing. They’re

keen to impress upon us that awareness is the first thing and are

even big enough to say it doesn’t have to be landmines! “Find

something you’re passionate about,” says Asad, “Because one

person can make a difference.” 

Check out www.akiramineaction.com for more details, including

how to make a donation. All administration costs are covered by the

administrators from their own pockets. The Web UK are hoping to

raise money during 2007 for The Cambodia Landmine Kids College

Fund - what we feel is an excellent cause.
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